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1. INTRODUCTION 
The singular boundary value problem (BVP, for short) arises in a variety of differential applied 
mathematics and physics such as gas dynamics, nuclear physics, chemical reactions, studies of 
atomic structures, and atomic calculations [1]. It also arises in the study of positive radial 
solutions of a nonlinear elliptic equations. Therefore, it has been studied extensively in recent 
years, see, for instance, [2-8] and references therein. However, most of the published articles 
in this area concentrate on the solvabihty of BVP. To our knowledge, there are few papers 
investigating the uniqueness of a positive solution of BVP since the singularity makes that the 
Lipschitz condition is not satisfied. The ob]ectlve of the present paper is to fill this gap. 
The present paper gives two sufficient conditions to guarantee the existence and uniqueness of 
a positive solution for Sturm-Liouville singular BVP 
-(Lu)(t) = f ( t ,  u(t)) ,  t E (0, 1); 
R I (~)  =: ~:~(0)  + Z j (0 )  = 0; 
R2(~) =: ~2~( : )  + Z2~'( : )  = 0, 
where (Lu)(t) = (p(t)u'( t ) ) '  + q(t)u(t),/(t,u) may be singular at t = 0, t = 1, and u = 0. 
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Throughout his paper, suppose the following condition is satisfied. 
(H0) p(t) e C1[0, 1], p(t) > O, q(t) e C[0,1], q(t) _< 0, a, ___ 0 (i = 1,2), fll <-- 0, f12 -> 0, and 
ala2 + alfl2 - ilia2 > 0, such that homogeneous boundary value problem 
- (Lu)( t )  = 0, t e (0,1); 
/~I(U) ~--- R2(u  ) ~-- 0, 
has only the trivial solution. 
The approaches used in this paper are perturbation technique, maximal principle, Schauder's 
fixed-point heorem, and mixed monotone iterative technique. The organization of this paper 
is as follows. In the rest of this section, some preliminaries are introduced. Next, in Section 2, 
the 'main results will be stated and proved. In Section 3, some examples are worked out to 
demonstrate our main results. 
A map u c C2(0, 1)AC[0,1] is said to be a positive solution to BVP (1) if it satisfies equation (1) 
and u(t) > 0 for t • (0, 1). 
Finally we state the following results which will be used in Section 2. 
LEMMA 1.1. (See [9, Lemma 3.1.1-3.1.3].) Suppose (Ho) is satisfied. Then the Green's function 
of homogeneous boundary value problem 
-(Lu)( t )  = O, t • (0,1); 
RI(~) = R~(u) = 0, 
/s 
{ ~x(t)y(s), 0 < t < s < 1; 
a(t,s) = ~ x(s)y(t), 0 < s < t < 1, 
and G(t, s) possesses the following properties: 
(i) G(t, s) is continuous and symmetrical on [0, 11 x [0, 1]; 
(ii) 0 _< G(t,s) < G(s,s), Yt, s e [0, 1]; 
(iii) x E C2[0, 1] is an increasing function with x(t) > 0 for t c (0, 1]; 
(iv) y C C2[0, 1] is a decreasing function with y(t) > 0 for t e [0, 1); 
(v) (nx)(t) - O, x(O) = -131, x'(O) = al; 
(vi) (Ly)(t) --- O, y(1) = f12, y'(1) = -a~; 
(vii) p > 0 is a constant. 
LEMMA 1.2. MAXIMAL PRINCIPLE. (See [10].) Assume that (Ho) holds, and ~ satisfies the 
differential inequality 
(L~)(t) = (p(t)~'(t))' + q(t)~(t) _> 0, t e (0, 1). 
I f~(t)  attains the nonnegative maximum at an interior point of [0,1], then ~(t) =--constant. 
2. MAIN  RESULTS 
In order to discuss the existence and uniqueness of positive solution to BVP(1), we first consider 
the following perturbed problem: 
- (Lu)( t )  = f ( t ,u(t) )  - q(t)h, t E (0, 1); 
RI (U ) = OLlU(0 ) - t - f l lU ' (0)  = alh; 
R2(u) = ~2u(1) + &~'(1) = ~2h, (2h) 
where h is a nonnegative parameter. 
Similar to the definition of positive solution to BVP (1), we can define positive solutions of (2)h. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. For fixed h > O, u E C2(0,1) N C[0,1] is said to be a positive solution to 
BVP (2)5 if it satisfied equation (2)5 and u(t) > 0 for t 6 (0, 1). 
Set M = max{[Ix[[, []yH}, e(t) = ( l /M)  mm{x(t), y(t)}, t 6 [0, 1]. z, y, and G(t, s) are the same 
as those of Lemma 1.1. Then by using [9, Lemma 3.1.4] we can obtain 
c( t ,  s) > e(t )c(~,  s), v t ,  s ,~ e [0,1]. (3) 
e( t )>0,  fo r t6 [0 ,1 ] ,  and 0<e( t )< l ,  fo r t• (0 ,1 ) .  (4) 
G(t,t) = x(t)y(t) <_ --fi-e(t). (5) 
Evidently, u • C2(0, 1) n C[0, 1] is a positive solution of (2)h if and only if u • C[0, 1] is a 
positive solution of the following integral equation: 
f 1 
u(t) = Jo G(t, s)f(s, u(s)) ds + h. (6h) 
For convenience, let us list the following assumptions. 
(H1) f(t,  u) :  (0, 1) x (0, +oo) ~ [0, +oo) is continuous. 
/o 1 l(u) =. x(s)y(s) f (s ,u)ds < +0% Vu • (0,+co), 
and there exist u0 > 0, such that 
o I x(s)y(s) f (~,  uo) d~ > O, 
where x(s), y(s) are defined as in Lemma 1.1. 
(H2) For all t • (0, 1), f(t,  u) is nonincreasing with respect o u • (0, -I-oc). 
For (2)5 we have the following comparison result. 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume (HI) and (H2) are satisfied. For 51 > h2 > O, let ul and u2 be positive 
solutions of (2)hl and (2)h2, respectively Then 
0 _< ul(t)  - u:(t)  _< 51 - h2, Vt • [0, 1]. 
PROOF. Let w(t) = ul(t) - u2(t), t • [0, 1]. Then 
O~lW(0) -I- fllW'(0) : Otl(hl - h2) ~ O; 
a2w(1) + t32w'(1) = a2(hl - h2) _> 0. 
We first prove ul(t) - u2(t) 2 0 for t • [0, 1]. The following eight cases should be considered. 
CASE (i). ~1 = /32 • 0, oz 1 > 0, a2 > 0. In this case, the boundary condition is w(0) > 0 and 
w(1) > 0. 
If there exist to • (0, 1) with w(to) < 0, then we can get [a, b] C (0, 1), such that w(t) < 0 
for t c (a, b) and w(a) = w(b) = 0. Obviously, there exist tl E (a, b), such that w(tl) < 0 and 
w(tl) <_ w(t) for t • [a, b]. Noticing 
- (Lw)( t )  = f(t, Ul (t)) - -  f(t,  u2(t)) - q(t)(hl - h2) >__ 0, t • [a, b], 
Lemma 1.2 guarantees that w(t) - w(a) = w(b) = 0 for t • [a, b]. 
This is a contradiction and we can draw the conclusion that w(t) >_ 0 for t • [0,1]. 
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CASE (ii) a l=f l2=0,  a2>0,  fll <0 .  
In this case, the boundary condition is w'(0) = 0 and w(1) > 0. 
If w(0) < 0, then we can choose to E (0,1) and tl E (0,to), such that w(to) = 0, w'(tl) > O, 
and w(t) < 0 for t E [0, to). 
Notice that 
(Lw)(t) = (p(t)w'(t))'+q(t)w(t) = f(t,  u2( t ) ) - f ( t ,  u l ( t ) )+q(t ) (h l -h2)  <_ O, t E [0, to]. (7) 
Integrate (7) from 0 to t~ to obtain 
f0 '1 p(tl)w'(tl) + q(s)w(s) ds <_ O. (8) 
This is in contradiction with 
£1 
p(tl)w'(tl) + q(s)w(s) ds > O. 
Therefore, w(0) _> 0 follows. The rest is very similar to Case (i) and we can get w(t) _> 0 for 
t c [0,1]. 
CASE (iii). a2 = ]~1 = 0, oz 1 > 0, /32 > 0. 
In this case, the boundary condition is w(0) > 0 and w'(1) = 0. The discussion is similar to 
Case (ii), and we can get w(t) >_ 0 for t E [0, 1]. 
CASE (iv). a l  = 0, a2 > 0, /32 > 0, /31 < 0. 
In this case, the boundary condition can be divided into the following three states. 
(a) w'(0) = O, w(1) > 0, w'(1) > 0; 
(b) w'(0) = 0, w(1) > 0, w'(1) < 0; 
(c)  1(0) = 0, < 0, > 0. 
Similar to the proof of Case (ii), we can get w(t) >_ 0 for t C [0, 1] under Circumstances (a) 
and (b). Now we consider the case w'(0) = 0, w(1) < 0, w'(1) > 0. 
If w(t) < 0 for t E [0, 1], then 
(Lw)(t) = (p(t)w'(t))' + q(t)w(t) = f(t,  u2(t)) - f(t ,  ul(t)) + q(t)(hl - h2) <__ 0, t e [0, 1], 
that is, 
(p(t)w'(t))' <_ -q(t)w(t) <_ O, t E [0, 1]. (9) 
Consequently, p(t)w'(t) is decreasing in [0, 1]. 
Noticing p(0)w'(0) -= 0 and combining with (9), p(1)w'(1) <_ 0 follows. This is in contradiction 
with w'(1) > 0. 
If w(0) < 0 and there exist to E (0, 1) with w(to) > O, then we can find two points tl and t2, 
such that w(tl)  = w(t2) = 0 and w(t) < 0 for t E [0, tl) U (t2,1]. Since 
and 
w;(h)= lim w(t ) -w( t l )>_0  
t~t l -  t - -  t I 
lim w( t ) -W(t2)  < 0. 
As above, we can get a contradiction when t E [t2, 1]. As to t E [0,tl), it is easy to see wl(t) =- 0 
for t G [0, tl], that is, w(t) =- w(tl) -= 0 for t E [0, tl], which is in contradiction with w(0) < 0. 
Therefore, w(0) > 0. Consequently, there exists t3 E [0, 1), such that w(ta) = 0 and w(t) < 0 
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for t • (t3, 1] Similar to the above, a contradiction follows. So we can draw the conclusion that 
w(t) >_ 0 for t • [0,1]. 
CASE (v). a2 = 0, a l  > 0, #i < 0, #2 > 0. 
The discussion is similar to Case (iv). 
CASE (vi).  /31 -~ 0: Or2: O~1, /32 > 0. 
In this case, the boundary condition can be divided into the following three states. 
(a) w(0) > 0, w(1) >_ 0, w'(1) > O; 
(b) w(0) > O, w(1) > 0, w'(1) < 0; 
(c) w(0) > 0, w(1) < 0, w'(1) > 0. 
The discussion of (a) and (b) are the same as that of Case (i), and (c) is similar to Case (iv). 
CASE (vii). /32 = 0, Oz 2 > 0, OL 1 > 0, /31 < 0. 
This case is similar to Case (vi). 
CASE (viii). a l  > 0, a2 > 0, /3i < 0,/32 > 0. 
In this case, the boundary condition is one of the following forms: 
(a) w(O) ~ O, w(1) >__ 0; 
(b) w(0) > 0, w(1) < 0, w'(1) > 0; 
(e) w(0) < 0, w'(0) < 0, w(1) < 0, w'(1) > 0; or 
(d) w(0) < 0, w'(0) < 0, w(1) > 0. 
(a) and (b) have been discussed; as to (c) and (d), they can be proved similar to Case 0v). 
To sum up, we can get w(t) > 0 for t • [0, 1]. On the other hand, noticing the Green's function 
and the monotonicity of f ,  we have 
~0 
1 
w(t) = G( t , s ) [ f ( s ,u l ( s ) ) - : ( s ,  u2(s ) ) ]ds+hl -h2  <_ h l -h2 ,  vt  • [0,1]. 
Then, Lemma 2.1 follows. | 
From Lemma 2.1 we can easily get the following conclusion. 
LEMMA 2.2. For every fixed h > 0, (2)h has at most one positive solutlon. 
Now we are in position to prove (2)5 has at least one positive solution. 
LEMMA 2.3. Suppose (H1) and (H2) are satisfied. Then for V h > 0, (2)h has at least one positive 
solution u(t, h) • C2(0, 1) n C[0,1] and u(t, h) > 0 ~o~ t • [0, 1]. 
PROOF. For h > 0, define an operator as follows. 
~0 
1 
(Ahu)(t) = G(t, s)f(s, u(s)) ds + h, Vt • [0, 1]. 
Set 
Dh = {u • C[O, 1] l u(t ) > e(t)llull and u(t) >_ h, for t • [0, 1]}. 
Then from (3), we can get Ah : Dh ~ Dh. 
Noticing (H1) and 
~0 
1 
h <_ (Ahu)(t) = G(t ,s ) f (s ,u(s ) )ds+h 
fo ~ !L(h) <_ G(s, s)f(s, h) ds + h = ÷ h, P 
then {(AhU) : u E Dh} is a uniformly bounded family on [0, 1]. 
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Since 
(Ahu)(t)=-~ y(t) z(s)f(s,u(s))ds+x(t) y(s)f(s,u(s))ds +h, t e [0,1], 
and 
(Ahu)'(t) = P y'(t) x(s)f(s, u(s)) ds + x'(t) y(s)f(s, u(s)) ds , t e [0,1], 
let 
Then, 
, [1  
M(t) =: y'(t) fo x(s)f(s, u(s)) ds + x'(t) Jt y(s)f(s, u(s)) ds, te  [0, 1]. 
o M(t)dt = fo y'(t) x(s)f(s,u(s))dsdt + x'(t) y(s)f(s,u(s))dsdt 
' /o 1 
= f0 x(s) f (s ,  ~(s))(v(1) - y(s)) ds + y(s) / (s ,  ~(s))(x(s) - x(0)) ds. 
Combining with Lemma 1.1, we get 
olM(t)ldt < z(s)l(s,u(s))(y(s) - ~2) ds + y(s)f(s,u(s))(x(s) + ~l)ds  
fo __ 2 x(s )y(s ) f (s ,h )ds  < ~.  
The absolute continuity of integrable function guarantees that {Ahx : x E Dh} is equicontinu- 
ous on [0, 1]. Therefore, by Arzela-Ascoli theorem, Ah is relatively compact. 
On the other hand, notice that 
(Ahu)(t) = a(t,s)l(s,u(s))ds+h< a(s,s)f(s,h)ds+h= +h, Vte [0,1]. 
- p 
Then, Ah is a continuous by Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem. 
Consequently, Ah : Dh ---* Dh is continuous and compact. Set D = cO{Ah u : u E Dh}. 
Hence Ah : D --+ D is a completely continuous operator. By using Schauder fixed-point heorem, 
there exists at least one fixed point of Ah in D, that is, there exist u(t, h) E D, such that 
Ahu(t, h) = u(t, h) > h. Now, the proof is completed. | 
THEOREM 2 1. Assume that Conditions (HI) and (H2) hold. Then BVP (1) has only one positive 
solution in c2(o, 1) n el0,1]. 
PROOF. Choose {hj}3°°= 1 C R +, which is decreasing and lim3--.oo h~ = 0. From Lemma 2.3 we 
know (2)h 3 (j ---- 1 ,2 , . . . )  has a positive solution u 3 ----: u(t, h3) in C2(0, 1)N C[0, 1]. Then by 
Lemma 2.1, there exists a u* • C2(0, 1) N C[0, 1], such that {u3}~= 1 uniformly convergent to u* 
on [0, 1]. 
Furthermore, noticing (H2), one can conclude that 
f(s, u j (s ) )<f (s ,  u3+l(S)) , 2 = 1 ,2 , . . . ,  s E (0, 1). 
Fix t E [0, 1], use Levi lemma in 
Jo u,(t) = a( t ,s ) / (s ,u , (s ) )ds+h, ,  3=1,2,..., 
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to obtain 
u*(t) = a ( t , s ) f ( s ,u* (s ) )ds .  
That is, u*(t) >_ 0 for t c [0,1] is a solution of (1). 
Now, we are going to illustrate u*(t) is a positive solution. There are the following two cases 
to be considered. 
CASE (i). If u*(t) < uo for Vt E [0, 1], then by (3) and (H2), we have 
f01 f01 u* (t) = G(t, s)f(s, u*(s)) ds >_ G(t, s)f(s, Uo) ds 
>_ e(t) G('r,s)f(s, uo)ds, Vt, s,r e [0, 1]. 
Consequently, by (Hz), (3), and (4), we can obtain 
¢(t) f01 u*(t) > --fi- x(s)y(s)f(s, uo)ds > O, Yt e (0, 1). 
Then, u*(t) is a positive solution of (1). 
CASE (ii). If there exists a to E (0, 1), such that u*(to) > uo, then by (3), 
u*(t) > e(t)llu* iI -> e(t)uo > O, V t e (0, 1). 
One can also draw the same conclusion as Case (i). Combining with Lemma 2.2, Theorem 2.1 
follows. | 
REMARK. Theorem 2.1 gives a sufficient condition to guarantee BVP (1) has a unique positive 
solution. Obviously, Theorem 2.1 can also be used when f reduce to no singularity. However, it 
is invalid if f(t, u) is not decreasing with respect o u. In the following, we investigate BVP (1) 
when f(t, u) admits the form 
f(t, u) = f(t, u, u), 
where f(t, u, v) is nondeereasing in u, nonincreasing in v. In virtue of the idea of mixed monotone 
operator (see [11]), the uniqueness and existence of a positive solution for such a problem are 
also obtained. 
In detail, consider the following Sturm-Liouville singular BVP: 
-(Lu)(t) = f(t,u(t),u(t)), t e (0, 1); 
RI(~) = ~1~(0) + 91u'(0) = 0; 
R2(~) = ~2~(1) + ~2~'(1) = 0, 
where the definitions of L, p, q, oh, and ~ (z = 1, 2) are the same as those of (H0). Set 
(1') 
P = {u e C[0, 1] I u(t) >_ O, u(t) >__ ~(t)llull, V te  [0, 1]}. (10) 
Then, P is a cone of C[0, 1]. 
Define an operator A by 
fo (A(u, v))(t) = G(t, s)f(s, u(s), v(s)) ds, Vu, veP \  (O}. (11) 
By (3), A is a mapping from P \ {0} x P \ {0} to P. 
Now, we give another sufficient condition to guarantee the unique solution. 
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THEOREM 2.2. Suppose 
(Ha) f e C[(0, 1) x (0, +ee) x (0, co), R+]. f(t, u, v) is nondecreasing in u, nonincreasing in v, 
and there exists a C [0, 1), such that 
( v) 
f t, Au,-f >_A~f(t,u,v), Vu, v>0,  ,~e(0,1); 
moreover, 
jfO 1 0 < f(t, re(t), Re(t)) dt < co, 
Then, BVP (1 r) has a umque positive solution 
PROOF. Set 
YR, r > O. 
Q = {u e P \ {0} I there exists b = b(u) > 0, such that u(t) <_ be(t) for t e [0, 1]} 
where e(t) is defined in (3). 
For Yu, v E Q, noticing the definition of Q, there exist bl, b2, such that 
u(t) <_ hie(t), v(t) <_ b2e(t), V te  [0, 11. 
By (H3) and (3), we have 
' fo 1 A(~,v)(t) = fin a(t,s)f(s,u(s),v(s))ds >_e(t) a(T,s)f(s,u(s),v(s))ds, 
> e(t) a(r,s)f(s, IluNe(s),b2e(s)) ds > 0, t ~ (0, 1). 
Thus, 
A(u, v)(t) > ]lA(u, v)lle(t), t e [0,1]. 
On the other hand, by (3) and (Ha), we can obtain 
/o A(u,v)(t) = a( t ,s ) f (s ,u(s ) ,v (s ) )ds  
<_ G(t, t)f(s, ble(s), II~ll~(s)) ds 
<_ M2e(t) fot p f(s,  hie(s), Ilvlle(s)) as 
:= bae(t). 
Therefore, A(u, v) E Q, that is, A: Q x Q --, Q. 
By (Ha), for V£ e (0, 1), 
A(u, v)(t) = A ()~A-lu, A-lAy) (t) 
= a(t,  s)f  (s, xa-lu(s), x-~Xv(s)) ds 
1 
_> x" f a(t, s)f (s,A-t~(s),Xv(s)) ds 
do 
i.e., 
-A  A(-f ,Av)(t) ,  Vt~(0,1) ,  (u ,v )~Q×Q,  
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Let Woe Q be arbitrarily given. Since A(wo, Wo) e Q, we can choose bo =: b(A(wo, wo)) > 0, 
such that 
IIA(wo,wo)]Ie(t) <_ A(wo,wo)(t) <_ boe(t), Vt e [0, 1]. 
Then there exists Ao E (0,1) sufficiently small such that 
wo(t) <_ Ao(1-~)/2]]A(wo,wo)I[e(t), hoe(t) <_ Ao(1-~)/2wo(t), Vt E [0, 1]. 
Consequently, 
)~(01-c~)/2W0 ~ A(wo, wo) <_ Ao(1-a)/2w o. (12) 
and 
Let 
.1/2 1/2Wo ' uo = ,~o wo, vo = A 0 
u~ = A(un-l,Vn_l), vn= A(vn-l,un_l),  n=l ,2  . . . .  
Clearly, 
uo,vo E Q, Uo ~ vo, u 0 = ,kov o. 
By (12), (13), and the mixed monotone property, we have 
ux = A(uo, vo) _< A(vo, Uo) <_ vl, 
(13) 
Hence u*,v* E Q. Now (15) and (16) imply that 
O< v*-u* <_v.-u. <_ (1- ),~)vo, 
that is 
n = 1,2,.. , 
l]v*--u*[[ < (1- ") II oIl, n = 1,2,.... (17) 
vl = A A o wo,A0 wo <_ Ao~12A(wo,wo) <_)~ol/2~o -~ vo. 
Now, it is easy to show by induction that 
UO ~ Ul ~ "'" ~ Un ~ "'" ~ Vn <: "'" ~ Vl ~ VO. (14) 
By the definition of uo and Vo, we can see uo > )~ovo = A o vo. 
If un > A o vn, then vn <_ A o un, which guarantees that 
( ) Un+l =A(u,~,v,~) >_A A~v,~,Ao~u~ >_A o A(vn,u~) =A~ +1v~+1. 
Hence, by induction again, we get 
ltn ~ ~ 'Yn ,  n = 1, 2 , . . . .  (15) 
From (14) and (15), we find that 
0_~ ~o, -~o _~ ~-  ~ < (1 -  ~)  ~o ~_ (~-  ~)  ~ o 
Consequently, {un} is a Cauchy sequence. Similarly, {vn} is also a Cauchy sequence. Therefore 
there exist u* and v* E P, such that {u,~} converges to u* and {vn} converges to v*. By (14) we 
obtain that 
un _ u* <_ v* 5 vn, n = 1,2, . . . .  (16) 
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Let n ~ oc in (17) to get u* = v* = w. 
From the mixed monotone property of A, it follows that 
A(w, w) > A(u~, v~,) = u~+~, A(w, w) < A(v~,u,~) = v,~+l, n = 1, 2 , . . . .  (18) 
Let n --* +c~ in (18) to obtain 
~=u* _< A(~,~)  <~* =~.  
Consequently, w = A(w, w), that is, w is a positive solution of BVP (1'). 
Now we are in position to prove the uniqueness. 
Suppose u be given positive fixed point of A, i.e., u = A(u, u). By the definition of A, we can 
see u E Q. Let 
)`1 : sup { l  e (0, 1): lw  < u < A- lw} . 
Then 0 < ),1 _< 1, and ),zw _< u < ),[ lw. 
If ),1 C (0, 1), by (Ha), we can get 
u = A(u, u) > A (),lW, A[lw) >_ ),?A(w, w) : A~w. 
u = A(u,u) <_ A ()`~-lw,)`lW) _< )` l~A(w,w) = ),[~w. 
Then, ),~w < u < ),~-~w. Since ),~ > ),1, this is a contradiction with the definition of ),1. 
Consequently, ) 1 -- 1, that is, u = w. To sum up, Theorem 2.2 follows. | 
3. SOME EXAMPLES 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the following singular boundary value problem: 
-u" ( t )  = f(t ,  u(t)), t e (0, 1); (19) 
u(0) = u(1) = 0, 
where f ( t ,u)  = 1/ta(1 - t)#u ~, 0 < a, ~ < 2, 0 < r < oe. Then we can see f ( t ,u)  is singular at 
t = 0, t = 1, and u = 0. Obviously, 
f 41 - t ) ,  0<s<t<l ;  
G(t, S) l t (1 -  s), 0<t<s<l ,  
is the Green's function of 
."(t) = o, t e (o, 1); 
~(o) = . (1 )  = o. 
It is easy to see that (Ho), (H1), and (H2) are satisfied when x(t) = t and y(t) = 1 - t. 
Consequently, singular BVP (19) has only one positive solution. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the following kind of BVP: 
-~" ( t )  = f ( t ,  ~(t)) ,  t e (0,1); 
R I (~)  = 41~(0)  + 3 j (0 )  = 0; 
R2(u) = a2u(1) + ~2u'(1) = 0, (20) 
where 41 _> 0, j3z ~ 0, 42 > 0,/~2 _> 0, and alc~2 + a1~32 - ~142 > 0, 
M 
f ( t ,  u) = (41t - # l )p(a2 + #~ - 42t)qu ~' 
M is a nonnegative constant, p,q E (0,2), 0 < r< oe. 
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Then, BVP (20) has a unique positive solution. To see this, notice that p, x(t), and y(t) in 
Theorem 2.1 are as follows: 
p ~--- O~10~ 2 -~- O~1~ 2 -- ~lOz2 > 0, x( t )  : Ollt -- ~1, y ( t )  = Ol 2 -~- ]32 -- o~2t 
Obviously, f(t, u) satisfies (H0), (H1), and (H2). Therefore, the conclusion follows. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider singular BVP (19), where 
t ~ 
f(t,u,v) = f(t,u,u) = tm(l_t)m + ~v '  
1 
1 <p<q<c~,  0<m<l+- ,  0<n<oo.  
P 
(21) 
We can see that f(t, u, v) is not monotone, but possesses the mixed monotone property stated 
in (It3). Now, we prove the other conditions of (H3) are satisfied. In fact, set a = l/p, then 
v 
s (t, - tm(T + -- >  S(t, Vu, v > 0, A e (0,1). 
Combining with e(t) = rain{t, 1 - t}, for Vr, R E (0, cx~), we have 
~0 
1 
0 < f(t, re(t),Re(t))dt 
Jo \ t in ( l - t )  +~ dr+ /2 ~t '~(1 - t )  + ~ dt<oc. 
Then, it follows that BVP (19) with f(t, u) defined in (21) has only one positive solution. 
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